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presented by bounded random variables, whereas the epistemic uncertainties are 
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presented by interval variables and evidence variables. When dealing with the 
combination of bounded random variables, interval variables and evidence variables, 
enormous computation is needed to estimate the output probability bounds of the 
sound pressure response of the periodical composite structural-acoustic system. To 
reduce the involved computational cost but without losing accuracy, by transforming 
all of the bounded random variables and interval variables into evidence variables 
appropriately, an evidence-theory-based polynomial expansion method (EPEM) is 
developed, in which the Gegenbauer series expansion is employed to approximate the 
variation range of the response with respect to evidence variables. By using EPEM, 
the probability bounds of the response can be obtained efficiently. A numerical 
example is used to validate the proposed method and two engineering examples are 
given to demonstrate its efficiency. 
Key Words: Periodical composite structural-acoustic system; Homogenization 
method; Gegenbauer series expansion; Multi-scale uncertainty; Aleatory uncertainty; 
Epistemic uncertainty; 
1. Introduction 
To meet the needs of sustainable development, there is significant increase in the 
demand for lighter and more fuel-efficient materials. Composite materials can satisfy 
these demands and meet the requirements of stiffness as well. Consequently, 
composite materials are widely applied in engineering fields. In particular, more and 
more composites are used in the automotive and aerospace industries. However, thin, 
lightweight and flexible composite structures tend to vibrate and radiate noise into the 
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passenger compartment when excited, especially when the exciting frequency is close 
to the natural frequency of composite panels or the air cavity of the passenger 
compartment. Thus, it is significant and meaningful to conduct the vibro-acoustic 
analysis of composite structural–acoustic systems.  
Traditional numerical methods for the frequency response analysis of the 
structural–acoustic system are based on deterministic physical, material and 
geometrical parameters [1]. However, these parameters are always associated with 
uncertainty in engineering practice due to the effect of aggressive environment, 
inevitable manufacturing errors and incomplete knowledge. The vibro-acoustic 
analysis results may be unreliable if these uncertainties involved in the 
structural–acoustic system are ignored. From this point of view, there has been 
increasing interest in the research of uncertain structural-acoustic systems in recent 
years. Xia et al. [2] developed a hybrid perturbation vertex method for the uncertain 
structural-acoustic problem with hybrid random and interval parameters. Chen et al. 
proposed a hybrid perturbation method (HPM) for the prediction of exterior acoustic 
field with interval and random variables [3]. Xu et al. studied the uncertainty 
propagation in SEA for structural–acoustic coupled systems with non-deterministic 
parameters [4]. Yin et al. proposed a Gegenbauer series expansion method (GSEM) to 
predict the response of the structure–acoustic system with hybrid bounded 
uncertainties [5]. Xia et al. developed a new optimization technique named as the 
optimization based on reliability and confidence interval design (O-RCID) for the 
optimization of the structural-acoustic system with interval probabilistic variables [6]. 
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Though varieties of researches on uncertainty analysis of the structural-acoustic 
system have been done, all of those aforementioned researches are limited to 
structures consisting of isotropic material and the considered uncertainties are 
confined to macro-scale. As for periodical composite structural-acoustic systems, 
multi-scale uncertainties exist simultaneously. At the micro-scale, the uncertainty may 
come from the constituent material properties of the microstructure due to 
manufacturing errors. The source of the uncertainties at the macro-scale is from the 
physical parameters of the acoustic medium and the external load resulting from the 
environment. Both the uncertainties from the micro-scale and the uncertainties from 
the macro-scale can have an effect on the frequency response of the periodical 
composite structural-acoustic system. Thus, multi-scale uncertainties should be 
considered when analyzing periodical composite structural-acoustic systems. Up to 
now, Chen et al. have conducted the interval analysis for periodical composite 
structural-acoustic problem with multi-scale uncertain-but-bounded parameters based 
on perturbation method [7]. In this research, the interval analysis is based on 
first-order Taylor series and requires complex derivative process with respect to both 
macro- and micro-scale variables. This interval analysis method has its own 
drawbacks due to its intrusive way to handle the uncertainties. From overall 
perspective, researches on periodical composite structural-acoustic system with 
multi-scale uncertainties are meaningful and promising, but rarely reported. 
In general, based on the sources of uncertainty, uncertainty can be divided into 
epistemic and aleatory categories [ 8 ]. The epistemic uncertainty is related to 
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incomplete or inaccurate information in any activity at the modeling process and can 
be reduced by gathering more knowledge or experimental data. On the other hand, the 
aleatory uncertainty comes from the inherent variation of the physical system or 
environment, which is usually modeled as random variable using probability theory. 
Up to now, random model is still considered as the most valuable mathematical model 
for dealing with the uncertainty existed in engineering practice. For random system 
response analysis, many numerical methods have been developed, such as the Monte 
Carlo method (MCM) [9-10], the stochastic perturbation method [11-14] and the 
random orthogonal polynomial approximation method [15- 20] and so on. Random 
model is inappropriate for the epistemic uncertainty, since even small deviation from 
the real probability density function (PDF) may lead to relatively large errors of the 
statistic response [ 21]. In comparison to the aleatory uncertainty analysis, the 
quantification of epistemic uncertainty could be more challenging. Many 
non-probabilistic uncertain methods have been proposed to quantify the epistemic 
uncertainty in a more effective way, such as the convex models [22], the possibility 
theory [23], the interval model [24] and the evidence theory [25-27]. Interval model 
can be used to model uncertain parameters whose lower and upper bounds are well 
defined but information about their probability density functions is missing [28- 36]. 
With more statistic information obtained, the belief and plausibility information of the 
variation range of the uncertain parameter could be acquired, and then the evidence 
theory can be applied to deal with the uncertainty. Among these non-probabilistic 
uncertain methods, evidence theory has a strong ability to handle the epistemic 
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uncertainty, based on which the uncertain parameters with limited information can be 
conveniently treated. However, in the uncertainty propagation under evidence theory 
model, we need to find the extreme value of the system response over each focal 
element, which will bring very expensive computation burden, especially when the 
total number of the focal elements is very large. Fortunately, the global surrogate 
models have been recently introduced for evidence-theory-based uncertainty analysis 
in order to reduce the computational cost [37-39]. In practical engineering, different 
kind of uncertainties may exist simultaneously. Therefore, it is necessary to build the 
hybrid uncertain model, which contains both aleatory uncertainty and epistemic 
uncertainty. The most common used one is the hybrid interval and random model [40], 
which has been extensively applied in many engineering fields. With more 
information known about the uncertain parameters of epistemic uncertainty, the 
hybrid uncertain model of random variables and evidence variables can be employed. 
Furthermore, sometimes the complex system may have interval variables, random 
variables and evidence variables involved simultaneously. Under this circumstance, 
huge computational cost is needed to estimate the output probability bounds of the 
system response. 
The aim of this paper is to propose a numerical analysis method for the 
periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale mixed aleatory 
uncertainties and epistemic uncertainties. The aleatory uncertainties are presented by 
bounded random variables, whereas the epistemic uncertainties are presented by 
interval variables and evidence variables. When dealing with the combination of 
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bounded random variables, interval variables and evidence variables, enormous 
computation is needed to estimate the output probability bounds, especially for the 
periodical composite structural-acoustic system, which is a complex system and also 
associated with multi-scale uncertainties. Evidence theory is based on the constituted 
focal elements and their corresponding basic probability assignments. Under different 
cases, the evidence theory [37] can provide equivalent formulations to classical 
probability theory, possibility theory and convex models. In addition, interval model 
can be regarded as a special case of evidence theory model. Therefore, in this paper, 
to reduce the involved computational cost but without losing accuracy, all of the 
bounded random variables and interval variables are transformed into evidence 
variables appropriately. And on this basis, an Evidence-theory-based polynomial 
expansion method (EPEM) is developed to analysis the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system with multi-scale mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. 
The Gegenbauer series expansion method with high retained order can deal with large 
uncertain-but-bounded parameters, which makes it has a good application prospect in 
practical engineering [5]. Furthermore, the parametric Gegenbauer series polynomial 
holds a large number of polynomials as special cases, such as the Legendre 
polynomial and Chebyshev polynomial. The Gegenbauer series polynomial permits a 
much wider choice of polynomial bases to control the error of approximation than the 
traditional orthogonal polynomial approximation method. Thus, the Gegenbauer 
series expansion is employed to approximate the variation range of the response with 
respect to evidence variables in EPEM. By using EPEM, the probability bounds of the 
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response can be obtained efficiently.  
2. The homogenization-based finite element method (HFEM) for the 
periodical composite structural–acoustic system 
In this paper, the case we examine is a plate constructed with periodic 
microstructures, which is coupled with an acoustic cavity. Both the plate and the 
acoustic medium satisfy the linear constitutive equations and it is assumed that the 
acoustic medium is inviscid and incompressible. The fluid just exerts normal loads on 
the structure and only the normal displacement of the structure is coupled with the 
fluid on the interface between the structure and the fluid. The HFEM can be divided 
into two steps. First, obtaining equivalent material properties of the microstructure at 
macro-scale by conducting the homogenization analysis. Then, using the macro 
equivalent material properties to conduct the coupled FEM/FEM analysis of the 
periodical composite structural–acoustic system. 
2.1. Homogenization analysis of the microstructure  
In the structural–acoustic system, the macro plate is considered to consist of a 
kind of composite material with a periodical microstructure. Within the macroscopic 
domain, the microstructure is assumed to have the same configuration and uniform 
distribution. The micro unit cell is assumed to be composed of two different solid 
isotropic materials and be identical from point to point at the macro-level. Thus, the 
equivalent macro constitutive matrix DH of the periodical microstructure can be 
calculated through the homogenization method [41] 
 ( )H 1= -e d
Ω
Ω
Ω ∫D D I bχ  (1) 
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Where Ω is the domain of the micro unite cell and |Ω| represents its area; De 
stands for the constitutive matrix of the eth element in the micro unite cell; the symbol 
I is a unit matrix; the symbol b is the strain matrix at the micro scale; χ represents the 
characteristic displacement of the microstructure. χ satisfies the auxiliary equation 
which is expressed as 
 =kχ f  (2) 
here, the stiffness matrix k and the force vector f of the micro unite cell at the 
micro-scale can be expressed as 
 T e d
Ω
= Ω∫k b D b  (3) 
 T ed
Ω
= Ω∫f b D  (4) 
in which the constitutive matrix De can be interpolated using the solid isotropic 
material with penalization (SIMP) model [42]，that is  
 ( )1 21q qe e ex x= + −D D D  (5) 
where D1 and D2 stand for the constitutive matrices of the two given solid isotropic 
base material 1 and 2, respectively; xe is the relative volumetric density, which 
describes the layout of the micro structure. The symbol q is the exponent of 
penalization, which usually is set as 3. 
The average mass density Hη  of the micro unit cell can be calculated 
straightforwardly as 
 H 1= edη η
Ω
Ω
Ω ∫  (6) 
Here, eη  is the mass density of the eth element in the micro unit cell and can 
also be interpolated by the SIMP model with the exponent of penalization equals to 1, 
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which can be expressed as 
 ( )1 21e e ex xη η η= + −  (7) 
where 1η  and 2η  stand for the mass density of the two given solid isotropic base 
material 1 and 2, respectively. 
2.2. FEM model for the periodical composite structural–acoustic system 
In this Section, the standard coupled FEM/FEM analysis is conducted on the 
periodical composite structural–acoustic system [1]. Taking the structural damping 
into consideration, the dynamic equilibrium equation of the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system under the time harmonic external excitation can be 
expressed as 
 
2
2 T 2
ss s s s
ff f f
iω ω
ρ ω ω
 + − −   
=     −      
FK C M H u
FH K M p
 (8) 
where ω is the angular frequency of external excitation; ρf is the density of the 
acoustic fluid; Ks and Ms stand for the periodical composite structural stiffness matrix 
and mass matrix; Cs is the structural damping matrix, Kf and Mf stand for the acoustic 
stiffness matrix and mass matrix; H is the spatial coupled matrix; us and p are the 
displacement vector of periodical composite structure and the sound pressure vector 
in the acoustic domain; Fs and Ff are the generalized force vectors related to the 
periodical composite structure and to the internal acoustic cavity. The detailed 
derivation of Equation (8) is provided in reference [43]. 
The periodical composite structural stiffness matrix Ks and mass matrix Ms, can 
be expressed as 
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 T H
1
d
cell
j
N
s
j
Ω
=
 = Ω 
 ∑ ∫K B D B  (9) 
 H T
1
d
cell
j
N
s s s
j
η
Ω
=
= Ω∑ ∫M N N  (10) 
where B is the strain matrix at the macroscale; Ns is the Lagrange shape function of 
the isoparametric quadrilateral element; the summation represents an assembly 
process of the system matrices and vectors; Ncell is the total number of elements in the 
structural domain; Ωj is the jth element in the structural domain.  
The Rayleigh damping model is employed for the attached damping layer. Cs can 
be written as 
 s s sα β= +C M K  (11) 
where α and β are damping coefficients of the damping material. 
The acoustic mass matrix Mf and stiffness matrix Kf can be expressed as 
 T2
1
1 d
cell
e
n
f f f
e c Ω=
= Ω∑ ∫M N N  (12) 
 T
1
( ) ( )d
cell
e
n
f f f
e
Ω
=
= ∇ ⋅ ∇ Ω∑∫K N N  (13) 
in which ncell is the total number of elements in the acoustic domain; Ωe is the eth 
element in the acoustic domain; Nf is the Lagrange shape function of the 
isoparametric hexahedral element; c is the speed of the sound. 
In order to simplify the process of analyzing the dynamic equilibrium equation of 
the periodical composite structural–acoustic system, we rewrite Eq. (8) as the 
following form 
 =ZU F  (14) 
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where Z is the periodical composite structural-acoustic dynamic stiffness matrix; U is 
the frequency response vector; F is the external excitation vector. They can be 
expressed as 
 { } { }
2
TT
2 T 2
s s s
s b q
f f f
iω ω
ρ ω ω
 + − −
= =  = −  
K C M H
Z U u p F F F
H K M
， ，  (15) 
3.Three uncertain models  
In practical engineering problems, uncertainties in material properties, geometric 
dimensions, environmental parameters and external loads are unavoidable. The 
uncertain parameters are always bounded because of the limitations in design 
tolerance. For the system with several uncertain parameters, we denote these 
parameters with a bounded vector [ ]1 2, ,..., Lx x x=x , which satisfies x  ≤  x ≤ x . 
The symbols x  and x  respectively denote the lower bound and the upper bound 
vectors. 
3.1. Interval model 
Because of the limited information, the uncertain parameters only their lower and 
upper bounds can be obtained are modeled as the interval variables. The 
L-dimensional interval vector x can be expressed as 
 1 2[ , ] [ , ,..., ]
I I I I
Lx x x= = =x x x x  , 
I
sx  = [ sx , sx ], s = 1, 2, …, L. (16) 
Where x  and x  are the lower and upper bounds of the interval vector Ix ; sx  and 
sx  are the lower and upper bounds of the interval parameter 
I
sx . 
3.2. Evidence theory 
With the statistic information increasing but not adequate to define the PDF 
precisely, the evidence theory can be employed to handle the uncertain parameters. 
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Evidence theory, also called as the Dempster–Shafer theory, was firstly proposed by 
Dempster and further developed by Shafer. The main concept of evidence theory is 
that our knowledge on a given problem can be inherently imprecise. With the belief 
and plausibility of the interval obtained, uncertain parameters can be modeled as 
evidence variables. The basic concept of evidence theory is given in Appendix A. 
The L-dimensional evidence vector x can be expressed as 
 1 2[ , ,..., ]
E E E E
Lx x x= =x x . (17) 
3.3. Bounded random model 
When the information is enough to construct the PDF precisely in the variation 
range [44], the bounded random model is a valuable mathematical model to treat the 
uncertain parameters in engineering practices. When the PDF of variable ix  is well 
defined, ix  can be modeled by a bounded random variable 
R
ix  and the bounded 
random variable Rix  satisfies 
 
( ) 0,   [ , ]
( ) 0,   else
R R
ii i i
R
i
p x x x x
p x
 > ∈

=
  (18) 
where ( )Rip x  is the PDF of 
R
ix . It is noted here that the bounded random variables 
are a special case of random variables because its variation range is finite. 
The L-dimensional uncertain-but-bounded random vector x can be expressed as 
 1 2[ , ,..., ]
R R R R
Lx x x= =x x   (19) 
3.4. Definition of the hybrid model 
For a complex engineering system, different type of uncertain parameters may 
exist simultaneously. In this paper, the considered case includes bounded random 
variables, evidence variables and interval variables. The bounded random model is 
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used to handle the parameters whose PDFs are defined unambiguously due to 
sufficient information. However, we can’t get the precise PDF of uncertain parameter 
in most situations because of insufficient information or knowledge. Then, using a 
confidence interval instead of a deterministic value to depict the total degree of 
probability in a proposition seems more reasonable. In general, evidence theory uses 
the belief and plausibility to quantify the lower and upper bounds of the precise 
probability. Besides, the interval model is used to treat the uncertain parameters 
whose information about the probability assignment is missing but the upper and 
lower bounds are available. The hybrid model can be expressed as 
 
1 1 2 21 2 1 1
[ , , ] [ , ,..., , ,..., , ,..., ]R E I R R R E E I IL L L L Lx x x x x x x+ += =x x x x . (20) 
Where, Rx denotes bounded random variable, Ex denotes evidence variable, and 
Ix denotes bounded interval variable. 
3.5. Transformation of variables in the hybrid model 
The differences among bounded random variables, evidence variables and 
interval variables are just the amount of available information. The required 
information of bounded random variables is to construct the PDFs, whereas the 
required information of evidence variable is to depict the degree of probability in 
every focal element. The required information of interval variable is the least. Only 
the information about lower and upper bounds are needed. As is mentioned above, the 
evidence variable is a versatile tool, which can be used to deal with bounded random 
variable and interval variable. In this paper, we use evidence variable to substitute the 
bounded random variable and interval variable. Certainly, the interval variable can be 
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treated as an evidence variable who has just one focal element. For a bounded random 
variable Rix , the variation interval of 
R
ix  can be divided into many small intervals, 
which can be treated as focal elements of evidence variable, whose BPA can be 
obtained by integrating the PDF of bounded random variable in the corresponding 
interval. The bounded random variable is equal to an evidence variable when the 
transformed focal elements of bounded random variable increase to infinity, which 
can be seen from Fig. 1. In Fig. 1, the x represents a bounded random variable or an 
evidence variable. The horizontal axis represents the value of x and vertical axis 
represents the probability density of x. The area of the rectangle represents the BPA of 
the evidence variable. For a system, when the involved bounded random variable is 
transformed into evidence variable, the CBF and CPF of the system response will 
gradually be converged with the number of focal elements increasing. By comparing 
the CBF and CPF of system response with different number of focal elements, an 
appropriate number of focal elements with sufficient accuracy can be acquired. In 
conclusion, by choosing the focal element number properly, the bounded random 
variable and interval variable can be transformed into evidence variable. That is to say, 
the hybrid model can be transformed into pure evidence-theory model.  
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Fig. 1 The transformation from a random variable to an evidence variable 
4. EPEM for the analysis of periodical composite structural-acoustic 
system with multi-scale evidence variables 
For the periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale mixed 
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, to reduce the involved computational cost and 
assure the accuracy, all of the bounded random variables and interval variables are 
transformed into evidence variables appropriately. An Evidence-theory-based 
polynomial expansion method (EPEM) is presented in this section to predict the 
response of periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale evidence 
variables. 
4.1. Transformation of evidence variables 
The focal elements of the evidence variable in practical engineering are arbitrary 
interval. However, the Gegenbauer series expansion is defined on [-1,1]. In order to 
apply the Gegenbauer series expansion here, we can transform evidence variable ix  
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into the linear function of the unitary evidence variable [-1 1]iξ ∈ ，  as follows 
 [ ]1 2 1 2( ),  [ , ,..., ], , ,...,L Lx x x ξ ξ ξ= = =x X ξ x ξ  (21) 
 ,0 ,1( ) ,   1,2,...,i i i i i ix X a a i Lξ ξ= = + =  (22) 
where  
 ,0 2
ii
i
x xa += , ,1
-
2
ii
i
x xa = . (23) 
Meanwhile, an arbitrary focal element iA  of ix  will be transformed into iB , 
which satisfies the following conditions 
 ,0 ,1
( ) ( )
i i i i
i i
A a a B
m A m B
 = +

=
 
 
. (24) 
4.2. Gegenbauer series expansion for the response of the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system with multi-scale evidence variables 
There are numerous orthogonal polynomial approximation methods can be 
applied on the analysis of periodical composite structural-acoustic system with 
multi-scale evidence variables [37, 45]. Gegenbauer series expansion method is just 
one of these polynomial approximation methods that can approximate the response of 
the system with enough accuracy. It has a good efficiency and can achieve high 
accuracy with the number of retained order increases. The fundamental idea of 
approximation theory of Gegenbauer series expansion is given in Appendix B. 
The first step is to expand the response U at the bounds of evidence variable 
vector x. Theoretically, the polynomial parameter λ  of Gegenbauer series expansion 
for interval can take any value satisfying 0λ > . Nevertheless, different value of λ  
can result in different accuracy of Gegenbauer series expansion for interval problems. 
It is found that the accuracy of Gegenbauer series expansion will increase with the 
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decrease of λ  [5]. Generally, the λ  in practical interval problems will be taken a 
small value, and marked as 0λ . Thus, the λ  for evidence variables are also taken a 
small value in this paper. 
Based on the transformation of evidence variables in Eqs. (21-23) and the theory 
of Gegenbauer series expansion, the response of the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system with multi-scale evidence variables can be approximated as  
 ( )
1 0 0
1 1
1
,...,
,..., ,...,
0
= ( ) ( ) ( )
L
L L
L
N N
i i i i
i i
Gλ λ
=
= = ⋅⋅⋅∑ ∑U U x U X ξ f ξ  (25) 
where 
 ( )1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 01 1 1 1 1
1
,..., ,...,
,..., ,..., ,...,
1 11
1 ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ( ,..., ) ( ,..., )
L
L L L L L
L
M M
I
i i j j i i j j i i
j jL
G A
h h
λ λ λ λ λ λ λ λ
λ λ
ξ ξ ξ ξ
= =
≈ ⋅⋅⋅
×⋅⋅⋅×
∑ ∑f U X . (26) 
Then, for the system with L evidence variables, the joint FD for evidence 
variables vector 1 2[ , ,..., ]Lx x x=x  can be defined using the Cartesian product and 
denoted by S as follows. 
 1 2
1 2 { [ , ,..., ], , 1,2,..., , 1,2,..., }
L
k L j j s
x x x
u u u u x j L k n
= × ×⋅⋅⋅×
= = ∈ = =
S
s
. (27) 
Where, ju  denotes the focal element of jx , ks  denotes the focal element of the 
joint FD, sn  is the total number of ks . Supposing the number of focal elements for 
the jth evidence variable is lj ( j = 1, 2, . . . , L), then the total number of ks  is sn = l1 
×l2 ×· · ·×lL. 
Referring to Eq. (24), the Cartesian product T of the transformed evidence 
variables vector can be depicted as 
 1 2
1 2 { [ , ,..., ], , 1,2,..., , 1,2,..., }
L
k L j j sj L k n
ξ ξ ξ
ψ ψ ψ ψ ξ
= × ×⋅⋅⋅×
= = ∈ = =
T
t
 (28) 
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where, jψ  denotes the focal element of jξ , kt  denotes the focal element of the 
joint FD. 
Substituting kt  into the expansion function as shown in Eq. (25), one gets the 
approximated expression of the corresponding response ( )k kU t , 
 
1 0 0
1 1
1
,...,
,..., ,...,
0
( ) ( )
L
L L
L
N N
k k i i i i k
i i
Gλ λ
=
= ⋅⋅⋅∑ ∑U t f t . (29) 
The lower and upper bounds of the response kU  can be calculated by the 
Monte Carlo method. Assuming the sampling points for the focal element of the joint 
FD kt  is  ( 1,2,..., )ki pi n=t . Here, pn denotes the number of the sampling points. By 
substituting these sampling points into the Eq. (29), we get a series of corresponding 
responses, which are denoted as a vector ( )k kiU t . Then, the lower and upper bounds 
of the response vector kU  can be obtained as 
 { } { }[ , ] min ( ) ,max ( )kk k ki k ki =  U U U t U t  . (30) 
The BPA of the response kU  can be calculated through the following equations. 
 0
( )
( ) ( )
0       
L
j
jk k
m
m m
otherwise
ψ
=

= = 


∏U t . (31) 
Where, ( )km t  denotes the BPA of the response kt  and ( )jm ψ  denotes the 
BPA of the focal element in jξ . ( )jm ψ  can be calculated through the Eq. (24) and 
expressed as 
 ( ) ( )j jm m uψ = . (32) 
Here, ( )jm u  is the BPA of focal element in evidence variable jx . 
The CBF and CPF of U can be calculated as follow: (1) sorting out the kU  and 
kU  from the smallest to the largest and getting a response vector, which is noted as 
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 ( 1,2,...,2 )j sj n=U ; (2) conducting the follow operation 
 CBF( ) ( )
k j
j km
≤
= = ∑
U U
U U t  (33) 
 CPF( ) ( )
jk
j km
≤
= = ∑
U U
U U t  (34) 
The fundamental idea of CBF and CPF is introduced in Appendix A.1.  
4.3. The procedure of the proposed EPEM for the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system with multi-scale evidence variables 
For the periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale mixed 
aleatory and epistemic uncertainties, an evidence-theory-based method is proposed in 
this paper. By transforming all the bounded random variables and interval variables 
into evidence variables and then applying orthogonal polynomial approximation 
method on this periodical composite structural-acoustic system, the involved 
computational cost can be greatly reduced. The procedure of the proposed EPEM can 
be summarized as follows 
(1) Discretize the macro structural–acoustic system and microstructure design 
domain by a finite element mesh with given boundary and loading condition; 
(2) Transform the bounded random variables into evidence variables with proper 
number of focal elements. In addition, treat the interval variables as evidence 
variables with one focal element; 
(2) Calculate the transformation coefficient ,0ia  and ,1ia , then select a small 
positive value for the polynomial parameter λ  with respect to each evidence 
variables. λ  can be selected arbitrarily. ,0ia  and ,1ia  is determined through Eq. 
(23); 
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(3) Calculate the interpolation points and the weights of Gauss-Gegenbauer 
integration with respect to each evidence variable through Eq. (B.14); 
(4) Perform the finite element analysis on the micro scale to calculate the 
effective elastic matrix DH and the average mass density Hη  at the interpolation 
points based on the homogenization method, then calculate the responses of periodical 
composite structural-acoustic system at the interpolation points through Eq. (15); 
(5) Calculate the expansion coefficients of Gegenbauer series through Eq. (26) 
for the evidence variables. 
(6) Calculate the CBF and CPF of the response through Eqs. (33) and (34). 
It should be noted that the Gegenbauer series expansion method is not the only 
method to approximate response of periodical composite structural-acoustic system. 
The Jacobi expansion [37], the Legendre polynomial [45] and the Chebyshev 
polynomial [36] can also be adopted in the proposed method.  
5. Numerical examples 
In this section, a numerical example and two engineering examples are presented 
to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method. The reference results can hardly be 
calculated through MCM for engineering examples because of the tremendous 
computational burden. For example, assume there are one bounded random variable, 
one evidence variable and two interval variables existed in the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system. The bounded random variable is transformed into an 
evidence variable with 100 focal elements and the interval variables are transformed 
into evidence variables with one focal elements. The evidence variable is assumed to 
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consist of 16 focal elements. Then the joint FD of these evidence variables has 1600 
focal elements. Supposing that the samples of the MCM in each focal element of joint 
FD are set as 10000, the computation amount of MCM can be estimated, which is 16 
million times calls of deterministic calculation of the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system. However, it will take several seconds to conduct one time 
computation through the present computing power for the frequency response of the 
hexahedral box and automobile passenger compartment model. Thus, the reference 
results for two engineering examples are not given. Nevertheless, a simple function 
presented in Section 5.1 is firstly used to validate the effectiveness of the proposed 
method.  
5.1. A simple function 
In this section, a simple function is defined to examine the accuracy of the 
proposed method. For brevity but without loss of generality, the function can be 
defined as 
  
3
33 2 1/2 2 2
1 1 2 4 4
4
1 2 3
arctan 2arctan 2 0.2 0.5
0.2
x
x xy x x x x x
x
x x x
= + − − + + +
+
 (35) 
where, variables ix (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are dimensionless uncertain variables. 1x  and 2x  
are interval variables, 1x = 2[1-α, 1+α] and 2x = 4[1-α, 1+α]. 3x  is a bounded 
random variable and 4x  is an evidence variable. 3x  and 4x  is defined as 3x = 
3[1-α, 1+α] and 4x = 1[1-α, 1+α]. α is the uncertain level, which is set as 0.2 here. It’s 
assumed that the evidence variable and bounded random variable are derived from the 
truncated normal distribution. The expectation and standard variance of 3x  and 4x  
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are 3( )=3xµ , 3( )=1xσ  and 4( )=1xµ , 4( )=1/ 3xσ  respectively. The evidence 
variable 4x  contains 16 focal elements, whose BPAs are given in Table 1. The 
retained order and polynomial parameters for each variable are set as 
1 2 3 4
0.001x x x xλ λ λ λ= = = = , 1 2 3 4 3x x x xn n n n= = = = . Simulations of this example are 
carried out by MATLAB R2015a on a 2.93GHz Core(TM) 8 CPU E7500. 
Table 1. The BPAs for the evidence variable 4x  with 16 focal elements. 
Focal elements  BPA Focal elements  BPA 
[2.400, 2.475] 0.0030 [3.000, 3.075] 0.1462 
[2.475, 2.550] 0.0079 [3.075, 3.150] 0.1272 
[2.550, 2.625] 0.0182 [3.150, 3.225] 0.0963 
[2.625, 2.700] 0.0364 [3.225, 3.300] 0.0635 
[2.700, 2.775] 0.0635 [3.300, 3.375] 0.0364 
[2.775, 2.850] 0.0963 [3.375, 3.450] 0.0182 
[2.850, 2.925] 0.1272 [3.450, 3.525] 0.0079 
[2.925, 3.000] 0.1462 [3.525, 3.600] 0.0030 
The CBF and the CPF of y are calculated through EPEM and depicted in Fig. 2 
where the bounded random variable is transformed into evidence variable with 10, 
100 and 200 focal elements respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that the result 
when the bounded random variable is transformed into evidence variable with 100 
focal elements is almost the same as the result when the bounded random variable is 
transformed into evidence variable with 200 focal elements. Whereas, the results 
obviously deviate from the converged results when the transformed evidence variable 
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just contains 10 focal elements. This indicates that when the random variable is 
transformed into an evidence variable with 100 focal elements, the result is converged 
and can be calculated with sufficient accuracy. Thus, the bounded random variable 3x  
is transformed into evidence variable with 100 focal elements. 
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Fig. 2 The CBF and CPF of y when the bounded random variable is transformed into evidence 
variable with 10, 100 and 200 focal elements respectively 
The CBF and CPF of the function value y calculated by using the proposed 
EPEM and MCM are compared in Fig. 3. Here, the results obtained by MCM are used 
as reference. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that the CBF and CPF computed by EPEM 
have a great agreement with those computed by MCM, which indicates that the 
proposed EPEM is feasible and of great accuracy. In the computational process of 
using EPEM, the simple function was called for 
1 2 3 4
4( 1) ( 1) ( 1) ( 1) 4 256x x x xn n n n n= + × + × + × + = =  times, while the MCM has to call 
the function for 16 million times. Therefore, it has been proved that the EPEM is far 
more efficient than the MCM but with maintaining high accuracy. 
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Fig. 33 The CBF and CPF of y 
5.2. A hexahedral box 
A cavity enclosed by a hexahedral box of dimensions 0.25m × 0.25m ×0.25m is 
shown in Fig. 4. The acoustic field is surrounded by five rigid walls and a clamped 
plate. The center of the top surface is excited by a concentrated harmonic load F=10 
N. The density of the air is 1.21 kg/m3, and the sound speed of the air 336.9 m/s. The 
damping coefficients are set as α=0.5 and β=0.1. The clamped plate is discretized by 
64 four-node Kirchhoff plate elements and the acoustic domain is discretized by 512 
eight-node hexahedral elements. The central line depicted in Fig. 4 is used to observe 
the sound pressure response in the acoustic field. The x-coordinate of the leftmost 
point at the central line is 0 mm and the x-coordinate of the rightmost point at the 
central line is 250 mm. 
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Fig. 4 A hexahedral box 
The macro clamped plate is considered to be composed of a periodic uniform 
material. The homogenization analysis can be performed to calculate the equivalent 
macro material properties. A unit Representative Volume Element (RVE) of the 
unidirectional fiber reinforced composite is depicted in Fig. 5. For simplicity, it is 
assumed that the unit cells at the micro scale are square and with a dimensionless 
length of 1 × 1. The radius of the fiber in the center of the matrix is 0.2. The finite 
element model of the RVE is composed of 361 nodes and 340 elements. The 
microstructure unit cell consists of two prescribed materials, namely, the strong 
material (Red color) and the soft material (Green color). The Young’s modulus, mass 
density and the Poisson’s ratio of strong material are E1 =210 GPa, ρ1 =7800 kg/m3 
and v1=0.3, respectively. The soft material in the unit cell has E2 = E1 / 10, ρ2 =ρ1 / 10, 
and v2 = 0.3.  
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Fig. 5 RVE of a unidirectional fiber reinforced composite 
At the micro-scale, considering the unpredictability of the material properties, 
the Young’s modulus of the fiber and the matrix are assumed to be interval variables, 
which are E1 = 210[1-α, 1+α] GPa and E2 = 21[1-α, 1+α] GPa, respectively. α is the 
uncertain level. At the macro-scale, the thickness of the plate and the sound speed of 
the air are respectively assumed to be evidence variable and bounded random variable, 
whose variation ranges are t = 1[1-α, 1+α] mm and c = 336.9[1-α, 1+α] m/s, 
respectively. The expectation and standard variance of the bounded random variable 
are ( )=336.9cµ  m/s and ( )=112.3cσ  m/s, respectively. In this numerical example, 
the bounded random variable c who follows the normal distribution is transformed 
into evidence variable with 100 focal elements, which is depicted in Fig. 6. The 
evidence variable t who contains 16 focal elements is derived from a truncated normal 
distribution random variable whose expectation and standard variance are ( )=1tµ  
mm, ( )=1/ 3tσ  mm. The BPAs of the evidence variable t are given in Table 2. The 
retained order and polynomial parameters for each uncertain variable are set as 
1 2
0.001E E c tλ λ λ λ= = = =  , 1 2 3E E c tn n n n= = = = . Due to the excessive computation 
burden of the Monte Carlo simulation approach, the reference results are not given. 
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Simulations of this hexahedral box are carried out by MATLAB R2015a on a 
2.93GHz Core(TM) 8 CPU E7500.  
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Fig. 6 The transformation of the bounded random variable c. 
Table 2. The BPAs for the evidence variable t with 16 focal elements. 
Focal elements (mm) BPA Focal elements (mm) BPA 
[0.800, 0.825] 0.0030 [1.000, 1.025] 0.1462 
[0.825, 0.850] 0.0079 [1.025, 1.050] 0.1272 
[0.850, 0.875] 0.0182 [1.050, 1.075] 0.0963 
[0.875, 0.900] 0.0364 [1.075, 1.100] 0.0635 
[0.900, 0.925] 0.0635 [1.100, 1.125] 0.0364 
[0.925, 0.950] 0.0963 [1.125, 1.150] 0.0182 
[0.950, 0.975] 0.1272 [1.150, 1.175] 0.0079 
[0.975, 1.000] 0.1462 [1.175, 1.200] 0.0030 
To prove the result obtained by the proposed EPEM is correct, we computed a 
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series of random CBF and CPF lines of the sound pressure amplitude at the point x = 
0 mm when f = 50 Hz and α = 0.2, as shown in Fig. 7. Besides, Fig. 7 shows the CBF 
and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude at the point x = 0 mm calculated by EPEM. 
The CBF and CPF yielded by EPEM are marked as EPEM (CBF), EPEM (CPF). The 
series of random CBF and CPF lines of the sound pressure amplitude are obtained 
through the following process. Firstly, we randomly sample two points in the variation 
range of every focal element with respect to each uncertain variable. 1E i and 2E i  are 
assumed to be the random points of E1 and E2, respectively. nic  is assumed to be the 
random points of the nth focal element of c and mit  are assumed to be the random 
points of the mth focal element of t (i =1,2. n=1, 2, 3,…,100. m=1, 2, 3,…, 16). By 
substituting 11E , 21E , 1nc  and 1mt  into the Eq. (15), we can get a series of response 
1kU . Similarly, 2kU  can be calculated by substituting 12E , 22E , 2nc  and 2mt  into 
the Eq. (15). Denote the larger one and the smaller one of 1kU  and 2kU  as kU  and 
kU , respectively. Then one CBF line and one CPF line can be computed through Eqs. 
(31-34). Repeating for 100 times, 100 random CBF lines and 100 corresponding CPF 
lines can be obtained. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that these random CBF and CPF lines 
are all enveloped by the CBF and CPF line computed by EPEM. This indicates that 
the proposed EPEM can predict the output probability bounds of the sound pressure 
amplitude of the periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale 
mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. 
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Fig. 7 The CBF and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude when f = 50 Hz and x = 0 mm 
The CBF and the CPF of the sound pressure amplitude at two different points on 
the central line are calculated by EPEM when f = 200 Hz and α =0.2. The results are 
shown in Fig. 8. The considered frequency is 200 Hz. The selected point is x = 0 mm 
and x = 31.25 mm. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the cumulative plausibility value is 
larger than the cumulative belief value. This is reasonable because the cumulative 
plausibility value is an optimistic estimation and the cumulative belief value is a 
conservative estimation. In engineering practice, the acoustic behavior is considered 
in structural design and optimization to achieve high level NVH performance. By 
comparing the result obtained by the EPEM method with the desired demand, the 
optimistic and conservative reliability of the structural design considering acoustic 
behavior can be estimated. Therefore, the EPEM for the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic coupled system with multi-scale mixed aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainties is practical. 
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Fig. 8 The CBF and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude when f = 200 Hz: (a) x = 0 mm  
(b) x = 31.25 mm. 
The 90% interpercentile range of sound pressure amplitude under optimistic and 
conservative estimation when f = 50-200 Hz and x = 0 mm is depicted in Fig. 9. Here, 
the 90% interpercentile ranges of the frequency response amplitude are the optimistic 
and conservative estimation for the frequency response amplitude when the value of 
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cumulative probability function is between 5% and 95%. It can be seen that the lower 
and upper bounds of the conservative estimation are bigger than that of the optimistic 
estimation. It is reasonable because usually more confronting situations are 
considered in the conservative estimation than those considered in the optimistic 
estimation. 
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Fig. 9. The 90% interpercentile range of sound pressure amplitude under optimistic and 
conservative estimation for f = 50-200 Hz and x = 0 mm 
5.3. An automobile passenger compartment 
Fig. 10 depicts an automobile passenger compartment with flexible roof panel. 
The roof is excited by a unit normal harmonic point force at the center. The thickness 
of the roof panel is 1 mm. The four sides of the roof panel are set to be fixed. The 
density and the sound speed of the air are 1.21 kg/m3 and 336.9 m/s, respectively. The 
node A is near the driver's left ear. The macro roof panel is assumed to be composed 
of a periodic uniform material. The microstructure unit cell consists of two prescribed 
materials. The two materials employed and the unit Representative Volume Element 
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of the unidirectional fiber reinforced composite are the same as those in Section 6.2. 
At the micro-scale, considering the unpredictability of the material properties, the 
Young’s modulus of the fiber and the matrix are assumed to be interval variables, 
which are E1 = 210[1-α, 1+α] GPa and E2 = 21[1-α, 1+α] GPa, respectively. α is the 
uncertain level. At the macro-scale, the thickness of the plate and the sound speed of 
the air are respectively assumed to be evidence variable and bounded random variable, 
whose variation ranges are t = 1[1-α, 1+α] mm and c = 336.9[1-α, 1+α] m/s, 
respectively. The bounded random variable c is transformed into an evidence variable 
with 100 focal elements, as shown in Fig. 5. The evidence variable t contains 16 focal 
elements, whose corresponding BPAs are given in Table 2. The retained order and 
polynomial parameters for each variable are set as 
1 2
0.001E E c tλ λ λ λ= = = = , 
1 2
3E E c tn n n n= = = = . The CBF and CPF of the frequency response are calculated 
using the proposed EPEM. The reference results computed by MCM are not given in 
this example due to excessive computation burden. Simulations of this automobile 
passenger compartment are carried out by MATLAB R2015a on a 2.93GHz Core(TM) 
8 CPU E7500. 
Node A
F
 
Fig. 10 An automobile passenger compartment 
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The CBF and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude at node A calculated by 
EPEM when α =0.2 are shown in Fig. 11. The considered frequency is 50 Hz. 100 
pairs of random CBF and CPF lines of the sound pressure amplitude at node A are 
also computed to validated the effectiveness of the EPEM when α =0.2 and f=50Hz, 
as shown in Fig. 11. These random CBF and CPF lines of the sound pressure 
amplitude at node A are calculated through the same process as used in the last 
numerical example. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that these random CBF and CPF lines 
are all enveloped by the CBF and CPF line computed by EPEM, which examines the 
correctness of the results obtained by EPEM. This further indicates that the EPEM can 
be used for the analysis of periodical composite structural-acoustic coupled system 
with multi-scale mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties.  
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Fig. 11 The CBF and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude at node A (50 Hz) 
The 90% interpercentile range of sound pressure amplitude at node A under 
optimistic and conservative estimation for f = 50-200 Hz is depicted in Fig. 12. It can 
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be also founded that the lower and upper bounds of the conservative estimation are 
bigger than that of the optimistic estimation because usually more confronting 
situations are considered in the conservative estimation than those considered in the 
optimistic estimation. 
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Fig. 12 The 90% interpercentile range of sound pressure amplitude at node A under optimistic and 
conservative estimation for f = 50-200 Hz 
In practical engineering, acoustic behavior is considered when we are conducting 
the structural design and optimization in order to acquire high level NVH 
performance. In this process, there is a limit amplitude value at the considered 
frequency that cannot be exceeded. The limit amplitude value of the frequency 
response amplitude at the considered frequency is assumed as 0p . minp  and maxp  
represent the lower and the upper bounds of the calculated frequency response 
amplitude through the proposed EPEM. Fig. 13 shows the CBF and CPF of the sound 
pressure amplitude at node A calculated by EPEM when α =0.2. The considered 
frequency is 200 Hz. When 0p  satisfies 0 maxp p≥ , it indicates that the acoustic 
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performance of the automobile passenger compartment satisfies the design demand 
perfectly. On the other hand, 0 minp p≤  means a total failure for the design. When 
0p  satisfies min 0 maxp p p≤ ≤ , as shown in Fig. 13, the cumulative plausibility value 
P0 is larger than the cumulative belief value B0. This is because P0 is the cumulative 
plausibility probability, which is an optimistic estimation, and it is the summation of 
probability of the events that are totally or partially included in 0x p≤ . While B0 is 
the cumulative belief probability, which is a conservative estimation, and it is the 
summation of probability of the events that are totally included in 0x p≤ . In other 
words, the optimistic and conservative reliability of the structural design considering 
acoustic behavior can be estimated by comparing the result obtained by the EPEM 
with the desired demand. Thus, the proposed method for periodical composite 
structural-acoustic problems with multi-scale mixed aleatory and epistemic 
uncertainties can play an important role in practical acoustic design and optimization. 
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Fig. 13 The CBF and CPF of the sound pressure amplitude at node A and f = 200 Hz 
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6. Conclusions 
Due to the inherent variation of the physical system and environment as well as 
the incomplete or inaccurate information, the periodical composite structural-acoustic 
problems are inevitable involved with aleatory and epistemic uncertainties in 
engineering practice. These uncertainties may lead to significant fluctuation of 
acoustical behavior of the engineering system. This paper has presented a polynomial 
expansion approach for the periodical composite structural-acoustic problems with 
multi-scale mixed aleatory and epistemic uncertainties. The aleatory uncertainties are 
presented by bounded random variables, whereas the epistemic uncertainties are 
presented by interval variables and evidence variables. In the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system, the macro plate structure is assumed to be composed of a 
periodic uniform microstructure and the equivalent macro material properties of the 
microstructure are computed through the homogenization method.  
When dealing with the combination of bounded random variables, interval 
variables and evidence variables in the periodical composite structural-acoustic 
systems, huge computation is needed to estimate the output probability bounds of the 
sound pressure. Evidence theory is a powerful tool to deal with the epistemic 
uncertainties. In addition, the evidence variable can approximate bounded random 
variable and interval variable under different conditions. Therefore, to reduce the 
involved enormous computational cost for estimating the output probability bounds of 
the sound pressure response but without losing accuracy, all of the bounded random 
variables and interval variables are transformed into evidence variables appropriately. 
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Then an Evidence-theory-based Polynomial Expansion Method (EPEM) is developed 
to analysis the periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale 
evidence variables. In EPEM, the Gegenbauer series expansion is adopted to 
approximate the sound pressure response of the periodical composite 
structural-acoustic system in this paper. It should be noted that there are numerous 
orthogonal polynomial approximation methods can be applied on the analysis for 
periodical composite structural-acoustic problem with multi-scale evidence variables. 
The used Gegenbauer series expansion is just one of these polynomial approximation 
methods that can approximate the response of the system with enough accuracy. 
Furthermore, the accuracy of the proposed method is also affected by the selected 
number of the focal elements when the bounded random variable is transformed into 
evidence variable. The larger number of focal elements indicates higher accuracy, but 
means more computational amount. Fortunately, a relatively small number of focal 
elements can ensure a relatively high accuracy. A numerical example is used to 
validate the proposed EPEM and two engineering examples are given to demonstrate 
its efficiency. The results show that the EPEM has a good performance in analysis the 
periodical composite structural-acoustic system with multi-scale mixed aleatory and 
epistemic uncertainties. Additionally, the EPEM is a non-intrusive approach and 
therefore can be extended to other engineering problems with mixed aleatory and 
epistemic uncertainties easily. 
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Appendix A. Evidence theory 
Evidence theory is also known as the Dempster–Shafer theory. Major concepts of 
this theory are summarized in this section. 
A.1. Fundamental theory of evidence theory 
Evidence theory starts on the specification of a frame of discernment (FD), 
which is a nonempty finite set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses 
{ }1 2, ,...θ θΘ = . Under evidence theory, a probability can be assigned for any possible 
subset of the FD based on the experimentation or expert opinion. This probability is 
called as Basic Probability Assignment (BPA). The BPA can not only be assigned on a 
single event but also a set of events, thus it is able to represent the imprecise 
probability information. The BPA of an event can be denoted by a mapping function 
m: 2 [0,1]Θ → , where 2Θ  represents all possible subsets of Θ . For a given evidential 
event A, the BPA should satisfy the following three axioms 
 
2
( ) 0,  2
( ) 0,
( ) 1
A
m A A
m
m A
Θ
Θ
∈

≥ ∀ ∈
 ∅ =
 =
∑
  (A.1) 
where each subset ( ) 2m A Θ∈  satisfying ( ) 0m A >  is called as the focal element. 
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Due to the lack of knowledge or information, the evidence theory cannot provide 
a precise probability for any possible proposition B. Therefore, an interval that 
consists of the belief and plausibility measures is used to treat the uncertainty of 
probability of the system response. These two measures can be defined as 
 Bel( ) ( )
A B
B m A
⊆
= ∑  (A.2) 
 Pl( ) ( )
A B
B m A
∩ ≠∅
= ∑ . (A.3) 
In the above equations, the belief measure Bel(B) is obtained by summing the 
BPA of proposition which are totally included in B and it indicates the minimum 
amount of likelihood that could be associated with the event B. Whereas, the 
plausibility measure Pl(B) is the summation of BPA of propositions which are totally 
or partially included in B and it indicates the maximum amount of likelihood 
associated with B. Therefore, Bel and Pl can be viewed as the lower and upper bounds 
of the probability measure, which bracket the true probability of a proposition. Since 
no assumptions were made to obtain these measures, Bel and Pl are reasonably 
consistent with the given partial evidences. 
In engineering practices, the cumulative probability of the response can be of 
guidance for design and optimization of the acoustic system with random variables. 
Inspired by the cumulative distribution functions (CDF) ( )p X x≤  in probability 
theory, the cumulative belief function (CBF) and the cumulative plausibility function 
(CPF) [37] are introduced and defined as 
 CBF( ) Bel( )x X x= ≤ , CPF( ) Pl( )x X x= ≤  (A.4) 
where x is an arbitrary value, and X denotes the response of interest such as the sound 
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pressure. 
A.2. Uncertainty qualification of a function using evidence theory 
Practical problems always include more than one evidence variable. Consider a 
general function G with L-dimensional independent evidence variables. 
 ( )G G= A , [ ]1 2= , ,..., LA A AA . (A.5) 
Similar to the joint PDF in probability theory, the joint frame of discernment (FD) 
for evidence variables vector A can be defined by using the Cartesian product and 
denoted by W 
 
1
L
i
i
A
=
= ∏W .  (A.6) 
The kth focal element of the joint FD can be expressed as 
 1 2[ , ,..., ], , 1,2,..., , 1,2,...,k L j j sa a a a A j L k n= ∈ = =W . (A.7) 
Where, ja  denotes the focal element of jA , kW  denotes the kth focal element of 
the joint FD, sn  is the total number of kW . Supposing the number of focal elements 
for the jth evidence variable is lj (j = 1, 2, . . . , L), then the total number of kW  is 
sn = l1 ×l2 ×· · ·×lL. The joint BPAs (Basic Probability Assignments) can be expressed 
as 
 ( ) 1
( ),   
0,   
L
j j j
jk
m a a A
m
else
=

⊆= 


∏W   (A.8) 
As a function of evidence variables, the output G(A) for each joint focal element 
kW  can be represented by an interval with its corresponding BPA. The interval of 
G(A) over kW  can be expressed as 
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 [ , ] [min ( ),max ( )]
kk k
k k
IG G G G G
∈ ∈
= =WW W A W A WA A . (A.9) 
And the BPA for 
k
IGW  is determined by  
 ( ) ( )0,   k
kI mm G
else

= 

W
W
 (A.10) 
Appendix B. Gegenbauer series expansion method 
In this section, we briefly summarize the definitions of Gegenbauer expansion. 
Besides, the weighted least squares method and the Gauss-Gegenbauer integration 
method is introduced to calculate the coefficients of Gegenbauer expansion. 
B.1. Gegenbauer series expansion theory 
Using the sums of Gegenbauer polynomials of independent variables to 
approximate the uncertain analysis process is the basic idea of Gegenbauer series 
expansion [20]. The n-degree Gegenbauer polynomials denoted by n ( )G ξ  can be 
defined by the recurrence relations as follows 
 
0
1
1 1
( ) 1
( ) 2
( 1) ( ) 2( ) ( ) ( 2 1) ( ),       2n n n
G
G
n G n G n G n
λ
λ
λ λ λ
ξ
ξ λξ
ξ λ ξ ξ λ ξ+ −
 =

=
 + = + − + − ≥
 (B.1) 
Where, λ  is a polynomial parameter which satisfies λ > 0. 
On [ ]-1  1ξ ∈ ， , the Gegenbauer polynomials are orthogonal in regard to the 
weight function ( )λρ ξ , and the relations are as follows 
 
1
-1
,     
( ) ( ) ( )
0,       
i
i j
h i j
G G d
i j
λ
λ λ λρ ξ ξ ξ ξ
 =
= 
≠
∫  (B.2) 
Where ih
λ and ( )λρ ξ  can be calculated by the following expressions 
 
1-2
2
2  ( 2 )=
!(1 ) ( )i
ih
i
λ
λ π λ
λ λ
Γ +
+ Γ
 (B.3) 
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1
2 2( )= (1 )
λλ
λρ ξ κ ξ
−
− , λκ = ( )
( +1)
(1/2) +(1/2)
λ
λ
Γ
Γ Γ
. (B.4) 
In the above equations, ( )Γ •  stands for the Gamma function. The continuous 
function ( )f ξ  defined on [ ]-1  1ξ ∈ ，  can be approximated by a combination of 
Gegenbauer polynomials, which is below order N. 
 
0
( ) ( ) ( )
N
N i i
i
f p f Gλξ ξ ξ
=
≈ = ∑  (B.5) 
Where if  is the i th ( i  = 0, 1,…, N) expansion coefficient, and it can be 
estimated by using the weighted least squares method and the Gauss-Gegenbauer 
integration formula, which will be introduced in the following content. 
The function discussed above is a single-dimensional function, as for a 
L-dimensional function, it can be expanded by Gegenbauer series as 
 ( )
1
1 1
1
,..., ,...,
0
( )
L
L L
L
N N
i i i i
i i
f f Gξ ξ
=
= ⋅⋅⋅∑ ∑  (B.6) 
Similarly, 
1, Li i
f ⋅⋅⋅  is the expansion coefficient, Nl (l =1, 2,…, L) is the retained 
order of Gegenbauer series corresponding to the lth variable lξ . And 1, ( )Li iG ξ⋅⋅⋅  is 
L-dimensional Gegenbauer polynomials, which can be expressed as 
 1
1 1, 1
( )= ( ) ( )L
L Li i i i L
G G Gλ λξ ξ ξ⋅⋅⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ . (B.7) 
B.1. Calculation of the expansion coefficients of Gegenbauer series 
The weighted residual method can be used to calculate the expansion coefficients 
of the Gegenbauer series. Galerkin technique is one of the weighted residual methods, 
which is widely used. However, the transformed equation deduced by Galerkin 
technique gets a much larger dimension than the degrees of freedom of the original 
system. The weighted least squares method and the Gauss-Gegenbauer integration 
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formula can avoid this shortcoming, and then are introduced to calculate the 
expansion coefficients in this paper.  
Firstly, the weighted least squares method is applied to minimize the weighted 
least squares error R 
 
1
2
1
( )( )NR e d
λρ ξ ξ
−
= ∫  (B.8) 
Where, Ne  indicate the difference between the Gegenbauer series ( )Np ξ  and 
original function ( )f ξ , and it can be expressed as  
 
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
N
N N j j
j
e f p f f Gλξ ξ ξ ξ
=
= − = − ∑ . (B.9) 
According to the weighted least squares method, the following condition should 
be satisfied to minimize R 
 0
i
R
f
∂
=
∂
 , i = 0, 1, 2,…, N. (B.10) 
By substituting Eqs. (B.5) and (B.6) into Eq. (B.7), one gets 
 
1 1
0-1 -1
( ) ( ) ( ) = ( ) ( ) ( )
N
i j j j i
j
G G d f G G dλ λ λ λ λ λρ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ρ ξ ξ
=
 
 
 
∑∫ ∫ , i = 0, 1, 2,…, N. (B.11) 
Taken that each ( )jG
λ ξ  for j = 0, 1, 2,…, N is orthogonal to ( )iG
λ ξ , we 
simplify the Eq. (B.11) as 
 
1
-1
1 ( ) ( ) ( )i i
i
f f G d
h
λ λ
λ ρ ξ ξ ξ ξ= ∫ , i = 0, 1, 2,…, N. (B.12) 
Then, the coefficient fi in Eq. (B.12) can be calculated by using the 
Gauss-Gegenbauer integration formula, which can be expressed as  
 
1
1-1
1 1 ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
m
i i j i j j
ji i
f f G d f G A
h h
λ λ λ λ λ
λ λρ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ ξ
=
= ≈ ∑∫ . (B.13) 
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Where, ˆj
λξ ( j = 1, 2,…, m) denote the interpolation points, which are the roots of 
the ( )iGλ ξ ; m is the number of interpolation points, and the weight coefficient jAλ  
( j = 1, 2,…, m) can be calculated by using the following expression [46]. 
 { } { }' 2-22-2 2 1( 2 )=2 ( ) (1 ) ( )( 1)j j m j
mA x G x
m
λ λ λλπ λ
−
−Γ +Γ −
Γ +
, j = 1, 2,…, m (B.14) 
where 
 
' 1
12m mG G
λ λλ +−= . (B.15) 
Similarly, the expression of 
1, Li i
f ⋅⋅⋅  for L-dimension Gegenbauer polynomials can 
be expressed as 
 
1 1 1
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1 1 1 1
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 (B.16) 
where 
1
ˆ ˆ,...,
Lj j
ξ ξ  are the interpolation points, the weight 
1,..., Lj j
A  can be expressed as 
 1 2
1 1 2,...,
= L
L Lj j j j j
A A A Aλ λ λ× ×⋅⋅⋅× . (B.17) 
From the above analysis, we can conclude that the Gegenbauer series expansion 
for the original functions can be derived by several iterative computations in which 
we need to calculate the function value at the interpolation points (see in Eq. (B.16)). 
Generally, with the number of integration points increasing to mi = Ni +1, the 
integration method can achieve high accuracy. In this paper, the integration points are 
set as mi = Ni +1. According to Eq. (B.16), the total number of integration points can 
be determined by 
 1 2( 1) ( 1) ( 1).tot LN N N N= + × + ×⋅⋅⋅× +  (B.18) 
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